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1.2. ����"��� 
 
Ø “Piece-based” Morphology 

➥
 (morpheme-based)  

(morpheme)  (exponent)
  

 
Ø  (realizational)   

 
Distributed Morphology is a syntactic, piece-based, realizational approach to 
morphology in which there is at least some late insertion of phonological 
material into terminal nodes. 

 (Embick and Marantz (2008): 4) 
 
 (3)  (Late Insertion) 

 (Vocabulary Insertion)  Spell Out 
  

  ➥ /   
 
Ø  (non-paradigm-based)

  
 
In theories such as the Distributed Morphology framework adopted here, the 
paradigm space generated by grammatical features is a virtual one: it derives 
from the inventory of functional heads and the generative process.  

(Embick and Marantz (2008): 26) 
 
Ø  (anti-lexicalism) 
 
 (4)  (Single Engine Hypothesis) 
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Ø syntax-morphology 

interface Embick and Noyer (2007)
  

➥   
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2. Poser blocking 
 
Ø -er/more blocking Embick and Marantz 

(2008) Embick (2007)   
Ø “Poser blocking” blocking  “smarter”

“more smart” block   
 

(5) … there are apparent interactions between ‘‘words’’ (e.g., smarter, *intelligenter) 
and phrases (*more smart, more intelligent). In traditional terms, these are 
alternations between synthetic ‘‘one-word’’ forms and analytic (or periphrastic) 
‘‘two-word’’ forms. 

The theory of Distributed Morphology does not have a primitive notion of 
‘‘word’’ directly relevant to cases of Poser blocking (…). Instead, the notions 
relevant to analytic versus synthetic expression are structural, and involve how 
the heads in a syntactic structure are packaged for phonological interpretation. 

 (Embick and Marantz (2008): 6-7) 
 
Ø analytic (periphrastic)/synthetic head

periphrastic head
synthetic   

 

 
(Embick and Marantz (2008): 7) 

 

 
(Embick (2007): 25) 

 
Ø Local Dislocation   
Ø 1) 2) 

3) -er   
Ø -er “mo-er”   
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(Embick (2007): 13-14) 

 
Ø * ⊕ Local Dislocation   
 
Ø Embick 1: A synthetic

 
➥ “A-er” (word) “more A” (phrase) word

“A-er” phrasal  
 
 (88) Adjectives with complements 
  a. Raising: John is [likeli-er [John to win the race]] . . . 

b. Control: Mary is [quick-er [PRO to spot counterexamples]] . . . 
c. Transitive adjectives: Bill is [proud-er [of his accomplishments]] . . . 
d. Tough-construction: Susan is [easi-er [to understand]] . . . 

(Embick and Marantz (2008): 47) 
 
Ø Embick 2: 

periphrastic  
 

… in cases like the following, the comparative Deg takes scope over an adverbially 
modified AP, and, as predicted, no synthetic form is possible: 

 (i) a. Mary is [more [amazingly smart]] than Bill. 
  *amazingly smarter, on the relevant bracketing  
  b. John is [more [ploddingly slow]] than Susan. 
  *ploddingly slower 

(Embick and Marantz (2008): 47, fn.32) 
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Ø Embick 3: 

periphrastic  
 
 (28) Metalinguistic Comparisons 

a. John is more sad than tired. 
b. John is sad more than tired. 
c. *John is sadder than tired. 

(Embick (2007): 17) 
 

 
 
Ø Bobaljik (2012)  
 
 (4) The Synthetic Superlative Generalization (SSG)  

No language has morphological superlatives (X-est), but only periphrastic 
comparatives (more X). 

(Bobaljik (2012): 3) 
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3. ���� 
 
Ø merger Local Dislocation

periphrasis synthetic   
 

 
1) periphrastic

  
2) periphrasis
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B) merger head

lowering
ad hoc
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